VISION

To prepare men and women for the service of the country

MISSION

M. S. Ramaiah College of Arts, Science & Commerce shall deliver global quality education by nurturing conducive learning environment for a better tomorrow through continuous improvement and customization

GOAL

To deliver quality education for the betterment of mankind

“Tamasoma jyothirgamaya”

OBJECTIVE

to have provided quality education
to have imparted life skills and values
to have trained in confidence building and decision making

M. S. RAMAIAH COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE AND COMMERCE
MSRIT Post, MSR Nagar, Bangalore - 560 054
Dr. M.S. Ramaiah, a noted entrepreneur and gifted visionary of Karnataka recognized inadequacies in the public education system as early as in the year 1962. He founded Gokula Education society in the same year. A highly industrious person, blessed with a clear and focused approach, he saw to it that a galaxy of educational institutions came into existence, encompassing every field of education by the year 1995. Thus was started M.S. Ramaiah college of Arts, Science & Commerce.
PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE

I am happy to learn that many of you who are graduated from this great temple of learning will be back for the reunion. This is your college and alumni meet is an ideal platform to reconnect with each other as also with your illustrious teachers. We as MSRCASC certainly look forward for your meaningful contribution from the alumni to the Alma mater including sharing your valuable and professional expertise with the present students, contribute to the nation building through knowledgeable, efficient and upright citizens who have imbibed right values during your tenure at MSRCASC.

I look forward to meet each one of you on 14th March 2015.

Dr. A. Nagarathna
Professor and Principal

CONVENER MESSAGE

College takes pride in conducting alumni meet for the 7th consecutive year, and releasing the 7th edition of annual alumni magazine 'REMINISCENCE'.

It gives us immense pleasure to conduct reunion of our students. The overwhelming response for the meet has been encouraging over the years and we wish to look forward for continuous association and support.

The college underwent the third cycle of assessment and accreditation by NAAC and we are expecting a better outcome from the same. On this occasion, we would like to thank the alumni who made their presence during the NAAC peer visit, and giving their positive response.

We extend our sincere thanks for the continuous support from the management, principal, staff and alumni in bringing out this issue.

Asha. K.K
Convener of Alumni committee.
Electronics
ATHEISM IS NO EVIL

Note: This article may contain views that would offend you as you go through it; these are just the perception towards the subject from the author (me). Beforehand, this article is not any gimmick to hurt your values or any sort of disrespect.

Have you ever prayed God for something? I believe your answer will be in positive. I congratulate you for your kind manner of modesty towards life, because whenever, you achieve something, you tend to thank God, although whole effort was by you. On other hand, if something goes wrong or if you fail to get the expected result, you don't blame God rather, you blame yourself or someone who vaguely has their part towards the success.

You may have understood where I am directing you with this. If you still didn't get it, then it is against the belief of God. Before we go any further, just think, if the God is fiction, then what would have caused us to create one?

Let me flatten the tension, can you imagine the olden days before our great, great, great, grandfather's time? The dark age; where, there were no police or democracy to maintain the peace among humans. If in that case, we have had to come up with something that people would fear in order to maintain peace and honesty.

This could be the logic behind the idea of God, we are well known for competition against another person who is excelling with his idea. The level of competition grew to that extent now we have countless divisions among us in the name of God and religion.

Some of us may live practising their religion without any inequality in their mind against other religion. As a result we can maintain peace in our society but people began to argue or fight in the name of their religion to claim their religion to be the best one, any could practise.

For an instance, in the present we see lot of chaos from ISIS terrorists who want everybody else in the world to follow Muslim religion. If there were no religion system or any kind of differentiation among us then, we would be living our lives without the cause for any terror activities to promote their religion.

Religion doesn't play its part, not only in the conflict like Hindu-Muslim or Christian-Muslim and even more; its power is very vast in every field, like when you seek employment, schools, colleges wherever you go there is a slight effect on you or your friends when it comes to attaining some possible advantage.

It all starts from our home, our parents teach us, we should practise religion and that is the only way we are alive on this earth. The desire to be alive makes us coward and the fear that makes us believe in the existence of God. Hence we are raised in that kind of mind set in order to practise it regularly and in the further days, if someone like me, questions you something regards to the existence of God. Your reaction is going to be the opposite one although I may give you possible explanations to reject the idea of God.

Yet, you don't want to agree with me and you'd prefer to go against it with your blind beliefs of God. It is the mechanism where you are backing the idea of God, in your mind which makes you reject the non-existence of God. Because all your life, since from your birth, your parents teach you about God, although you had questions about God and you might have asked to your parents but parents prohibit you to ask such questions, further in your life, you learn to accept things told about the greatness of God and you never doubt about God.

If in case, you agree with me and try to question about God, still no good. Because we (non-believers of God) are afraid to come say it out loud, among the believers. Today, there are more per cent of people who are afraid to reject the idea of God in open than people accepting they are homosexual.

I'm not pointing out choosing to be homosexual is a stigma, yet it is not accepted widely in our life. My focus is completely on the different part, you may have thought this article is about being an Atheist. No! It is about being human, most of us pray God for something good to happen in our life, however we work hard towards and it is a secondary thing.

And that good thing finally occurs, your prayer will be something like this—if that thing works out well, I shall offer you 1000 rupees or something material offerings you'd think of. I know we are very stubborn, if I ask you to stop praying God and concentrate on your work, probably you won't do it. But think of this, whenever you offer money to temple, mosque or church, those money is utilized to build the same God's place; where nobody lives other than the idol of God.

Instead, offering the money to God, donate it to someone needy. Anyhow, you will be giving away the money, why not give to somebody poor instead to God. I believe God never asks money from us only the people next to God's idol ask for money. That being said, people please don't donate your money to God, and God don't require money, people do. Help others we can eradicate poverty from India at least from your neighbourhood.

Vinod Subbaiah
(BA 2011-2014)
SUCH WAS THEIR LOVE FOR US!!!

That was a time when I was in a new world, a new city, a new life. It was a start of my college life. We had fun, pain hardships and new challenges at every phase. Often I went to my mentors asking why things are not like other colleges. A lot of questions in this teenage blood and to answer those were my lecturers. When no one supported me, there were my BA teachers who held my hand and let me pass the 3 years supporting.

The only message I would like to share would be never ask your teachers why a certain thing happened but them how you can overcome that. They will be there to answer everything and trust me whatever they said will be missed and remembered once college is done because whatever they say does happen in every student’s life. So take their advice, implement it and follow it at every point. You would never go wrong. We tend to compare MSRCASC with a lot more better colleges as we think they are, but being a part of such a faculty and friends I believe M.S.Ramaiah College makes character while a lot others would make just career.

Ms. Ruchika Lamba
(BA 2010-2013)

I believe everything that happens in our life teaches us something...this is how MS Ramaiah happened to me. Being in this college made me strong everyday, there was so much to learn, to experience. They say college is a place that shapes your future, definitely it did to me. I joined this college without a thought but I dint know that it would be one of the best decisions of mine; I learnt a lot here right from the academics to basic lessons of life. I heard allot of my friends saying that this college has moulded their lives, I believe it’s true.

The first day when I joined I wasn't sure how it would be, but as days passed it turned out to be a second home to me, I yearned to come to college. I achieved a lot from being here, secured 2nd RANK IN BANGALORE UNIVERSITY, being the CLASS TOPPER throughout & more in academics as well as in cultural too. But apart from these I found some special friends whom I could rely upon for a lifetime. I found teachers who weren't just teachers but friends. I remember how we would discuss all our problems with maam, and surely we got our solutions. I would like to thank our beloved principal Dr.A.Nagarathna who always thinks that “Youth could be moulded into patriotic citizens with integrity”. I would like to mention our beloved Hod maam:Prathiba Kalburgi maam for guiding me always. My beloved Haripriya maam whom I always took as a good friend, who was always there for me, most importantly who motivated me to work hard & to achieve this rank.

Further, I would like to thank all teachers who always guided me:Mrs.Malathi Palani,Lakshmipathi Sir,Suma maam,Kusumamba maam,Geethanjali maam. Thanku for shaping my future & preparing me for something bigger & higher.

MSRCASC has definitely moulded my future in a way that I m confident that with dedication & hard work no mountain is that high, no road is that long, everything that I want to achieve is just a mile away & with determination I can cover this distance. Future plans are high but for now I would be pursuing MBA-IT from Symbiosis Institute of Management Studies, Pune. When I joined the college I never intuited that today I would have a plan to prepare for something much higher than just studying, this is the power of knowledge, it always yearns to have it more, I learnt it here that knowledge is the only true companion.

With immense gratitude I would always say that I am a part of this college & is a life time Alumni of this college & will be associated with the college forever. It's like 3 years there was story filled with a mixture of emotions/experience/teachings, which came to an end now with memories to cherish for a lifetime.

Komal B Jain
(BCA Batch:2011-2014)

Presently pursuing MBA(IT) from Symbiosis,Pune
College is not a place to learn but a place to start new relationships. MSRCASC was not only a place where I made new friends but I got the wonderful friendship and blessings from really awesome teachers. They have helped me not only get through my studies but also been my well-wisher. When I look back to my college days, I not only remember the happy moments but also the moments in which we got scolding. Back then I thought the scolding was bad but now I realize that it was for my good. Our principal Mrs. Shakunthala Samuelson was the best support I had. She encouraged me not only in academic but all extra-curricular activities. The bca fest algorithm was the best fest I have been in and I thank all the teachers for encouraging me to help organize it. This college fest has thought me to face any kind of situation and handle any problem. This college has help me develop more skills in android app development. It also has enhanced my event management skills.

Presently I'm studying my double masters from National Institute of Creative Communication. First is matters in animation which is affiliated to European League of Institutes of the Arts (ELIA) and also my MBA affiliated to Bharathiyar University Coimbatore. Lastly all I want to say is MSRCASC is one place I would love to come back to anyway and go back home hasppy and filled with tears of joy.

Preeti Mohan

Presently Pursuing Masters in Animation and Masters in Management

(BCA Batch: 2011-2014)

I still cherish those memorable days with MSRCASC. I remember all my dear teachers and friends with immune love and gratitude. MSRCASC was a window opportunity to change my life forever.

We(My batch) was the most torturing batch MSRCASC but we worked hard for our goals. We have learned a great many things from there. It has changed my entire outlook on and attitude toward life.

I still vividly remember my first day in college. I was so excited in meeting new people. It was a bit difficult at first to be with people I never knew. I dint know how to behave to fit in. But eventually, everything went smoothly.

I met wonderful friends whom are still my best buddies even now. Every time we would meet up, we never fail to recall how we were in college; how we're now. College is a dry run of the rest of our lives. It's a training ground on how to be successful and be good people. Really.

Thank you MSRCASC for this.

You'll always remain as a greatest part of my life.

Ranjani

Presently working as Software Developer, SAPTA
(BCA Batch:2011-2014)
I strongly acknowledge the part MSRCASC has played in my life to build my career. The very first day I entered the atmosphere, it seemed wondrousome to be in between so many candidates. I initially felt like in the middle of a sea, not knowing where to start to reach my shore or which direction to start with. And as my days at the college started it was then that I realised, that the teachers had silently taken the initiative to make sure all the candidates reach their right destinations.

The MSRCASC has played an important role in our lives. From giving the right exposure in Academics, Sports, Cultural, Arts, NCC, NSS, etc. Thus giving an all-round exposure moulding us as versatile citizens, responsible in all respects. Also has given an opportunity to compete & experience different talents across colleges. This I see as a small start to face people of the same talents one possesses. But expressing your talents in a new place between new people is quite tough; And MSRCASC has helped us overcome them and give our best.

I hereby conclude personally thanking my Parents, teachers and last but not the least my lovely friends for their support throughout.

Currently working at Cognizant Technology Solutions in telecommunication domain as Programmer Trainee

Lakshmi G N

College days are the best days in person's life, although a person might not realize that up until later, but they definitely are. From a personal experience, when I go back in my mind to these days, I remember the days when I didn't have to worry about money, the days when I was totally independent as well as the days when I was embraced with so many friends.

First of all, These were the days that lacked any financial worries. At that time my parents were completely taking care of my tuition, my bills, my rent and all the other affiliated expenses. All what I had to do, is to manage how to spend my allowance smartly. Unlike these days when I have to maneuver paying my bills, mortage, credit cards, and keep calculating every now and then, to make sure that things are still under control.

Finally, at that time of my life I had so many astounding friends. College years can promote a person with sky rocket opportunities to meet with lots of people, from various countries and distinct cultures, where a person can build intimate friendly relationships that can never be forgotten. Nevertheless, after graduation life would lead each one of us into different paths, where everyone would become busy, and we might even not meet again.

In conclusion, my college days were inevitably the best days of my life. I always wish that I can go back to these days; when money was meaningless to me, Independency was everything and friends were obviously the best.

Rakesh

Currently pursuing UPSC course & got selected in Karnataka Bank

BCA
My journey in MSRCASC

My journey reminds of every sweet & sour memory….. old friendship ties, new friendships, new style of studying, new responsibilities etc . I've learnt innumerable lessons for life in those 3 years….Responsibility, respect, trust, balance, handling yourself, taking stand, embarrassment, fun, team work, bringing a change & a lot more were taught in my college. I've found the real me because of my college, teachers & friends. I can say I was just a book worm until my teachers gave me a chance to prove my capabilities. Till today, even after graduating from Ramaiah, we are still connected to the college in some or the other way because of the teachers.

They are still thoughtful about our future.

Sanjana. D

B.Com (2011-2014)

My name is Manjunath. M. My title - all Serious People have titles, and I am nothing if not Serious. Ciao to all my lovely and energetic friends (2009-2012). I'm here to deliver my short and syrupyof my B.com days at M.S.Ramaiah college of arts, science and commerce. The day that came to my mind to join M.S.Ramaiah College, My PU percentage was just making me aberration and by the god grace I got a seat at M.S.Ramaiah College. The same day I felt immense and then life was striking for completely 3 years even at present I feel great that I was the student of M.S.Ramaiah College, my life is getting better and better each and every day and also I'm thankful to all my faculties (Department of commerce)

I'm pursuing my MBA (final year) in M.V.J College of engineering, I have been presented a paper in 3 National Conferences, and was organizer for English debate at Swayam 2013 even as well as for the Business Quiz.

Manjunath. M

(B Com 2009-2012)
Role of MSRCASC in moulding my life & career

This is Gangadhar, and a Big Hello to ya'll, let me tell you about my college Life!

It's a Miracle!

When someone questions me about my college life, I got just one word as an answer - MIRACLE!

Ever believe in Miracles?, Yes I do!

This biggest Miracle happened couple of years back when I finished my P.U with amazingly less marks and was fortunate enough to get placed in M.S.R, and chose B.com though I haven't still come out of the shock that I've passed in PU. Ha aha, Thank God!

What I learnt from college?

College taught me a lot of things, it taught me patience when I sat a whole hour of a class which I hated it in the first place, it taught me to mingle with different people when it combined language classes, it taught me to have fun when we bunked, it taught me fear when they called my parents for it , it taught me happiness coz I was always with friends, It made me strong that there were always people beside me and it also makes me weak that all of these ended soon!

About Teachers?

I can sit and praise them the whole day that they are responsible for what I am today but It seems funny, isn't it? They obviously put in lot of effort and taught me lot of things which I can never forget. It would be selfish if I just say 1 or 2 names of teachers who on the whole put in a lot of effort to pierce a pin into rock heads like me. Also thank you loads for bearing our naughty things. We got caught for some of the smallest things we did but the bigger things we did still remains a mystery. (he eh)

All of us are fortunate enough to go through college life when some people of our age are still working or making a living to lead a life that we are already leading, thank our parents for making it easy for us.

Life would've become incomplete if I hadn't joined college because it is this place where I got amazing friends, best friends, it is this place where I got half of my life's experiences (the other half is from school, that's again a miracle) , it is this place where I enjoyed the most and it is this place where I even had my crushes ( I know teachers are reading this but I'm grown up now and I'm out of college, im safe), I even had fights, arguments, attendance shortages , time pass, bunks, movies, a little bit of knowledge as well !

My Academics? What Academics?

Long story short ! 3 whole years with six full semesters and I ended up with attendance shortage of each sem and a handful of backs on the whole. But my destiny on future was not based on my marks or how I performed. Currently I'm into my family business of steel and alloy manufacturing (seems classy ,cool and easy right ) but it's not so.

Advice to juniors!

Have fun, study well and all you guys got is like 3 years, make the most of it in classes, unlike me. I know staying outside gives more fun but make it a point to stay in because after some years there comes a time where you see people of your age or lesser become more successful than you and there comes a moment where you'll look back into your life and wish you learnt few more things by staying inside !

Finally for the people who are in final year or semester, as the say – “There are moments that mark your life, moments when you realize nothing will ever be the same and Time is divided into two parts, before this and after this”. This is that very moment
During my farewell I was of a thought that I won't miss a thing or people and it didn't even bring tears to me but later as time flew I knew that I was wrong and I missed the whole lot of things.

Im a strong believer of the quote, Life is short and Live the moment and enjoy everything you got until you got , LOL! Smile while you still have your teeth!
Cheers ya'll!!!! Stay Happy ;) Good Luck!

Role of MSRCASC in moulding my life & career

With the fear of entering into a complete new world, we stood there blank, when the comforting lecturers gave us a helping hand in adjusting to the new life. Their support continued throughout our stay and there we were with our friends sharing the deepest secrets, having fun, crying together for the worries of all. Lecturers became a part of our lives in a short span and there they stood at great heights supporting us in all our endeavours. They were one among us during our stay with them. From arranging for small events to participating in other college fests their guidance created a new enthusiasm in us each time we planned to do something. Fighting for lunch boxes, trying to bunk classes, escaping from seminars, copying during exams, troubling teachers, irritating friends, loving let offs, pleadings to stop the class, deciding for a mass bunk but failing to do so.....wat not during college days???
Those were the most wonderful special moments in one's life, which when remembered anytime during the course of life brings a smile on face. I feel lucky to have spent my best span of life of college days in "MSRCASC". The best span of life is enjoyed only when we are with equally mischievous friends, patient teachers and the beautiful world around us. Missing all those wonderful days, I take this opportunity to thank my college, friends, lecturers and everyone for being a part of my wonderful journey.

Shruthi. S.
B.com-(2011-2014)
My College Days...
Hi everybody my name is Bidisha Bhattacharya. I am a ex-student of M.S.Ramaiah Degree College from the Department of Electronics. I joined in 2010 and graduated in 2013. When I first decided to join this college I had no idea what kind of experience I would have or what kind of reception I would receive. Since I was coming from another place entirely I had the usual nervous trepidations. But it all turned out to be quite useless after I met and got adjusted to my fellow classmates and members of the faculty.

The next three years were the very best years of my life. I had a couple of very good friends and the faculty members were always supportive for students who wanted to do well in their academics. I always liked electronics but my interest grew more in the subject and that credit goes to the teachers of the Department of Electronics for making it understandable. First year I had a little bit of difficulty coping with the subjects but as time went on we all grew more familiar with our papers.

It wasn't all study and no play also. We students were able to manage lots of fun in between, whether it be during classtime, cultural activities or the occasional functions. So it was with a heavy heart that I said goodbye to this college but it will always remain special to me, as I am sure my classmates would agree.

Thank you.

Bidisha Bhattacharya
(B.Sc 2010-2013)

ABODE OF LOVE
A mother shares her love among all her children not divide. Likewise my institution has seen hundreds of students before my batch, presently has many students and the history repeats in future. But still the love and affection showered by this institution on each and every student like me is unique. Usually kindergarten and primary schools try to have homely atmosphere so that the kids are comfortable and love their institution but this quality extending up to collegiate level is very rare. I am proud to say that my college has this rare quality and I am sure it prevails. My college apart from studies and career building also taught us the virtues of life. I personally realized what life actually was in the past 3 yrs of stay in MSRCASC. Passing out PUC and stepping into Degree College is a transitional period from adolescence to maturity. In this sensitive period my college took exceptional care and responsibility to shape us to what we are today.

It organized interclass competitions to bring students of different streams together. Many students were sent for other colleges by giving all possible facilities so that they are exposed. Especially my electronics department explored the talent in each and every student and encouraged in all possible ways to build and support it. Apart from this many social activities, trips, cultural and scientific fests were organized regularly to boost us. In addition to all these excellent placement training, counseling for higher studies and research activities, certificate and value added course were given.
Role of MSRCASC in moulding my life & career

We grow up listening to our elders that college life is the best 3 years of our life. For me it was not only true but much more than that. Apart from moulding my career to the right path, M. S. Ramaiah College of Arts Science and Commerce blessed me with the most enjoyable time of my life till date and an application based approach towards my subject Biotechnology.

After my high school years spent in kolkata under the constant love and care of my parents I came to bangalore with a dream to make a mark in my life and make my parents proud of me. They were supportive enough to send me to this prestigious college 2000 kilometres away from home. Back then I hardly had any knowledge about my subject. The way the faculty members built in me the true interest in biotech is fascinating. Apart from regular classes there was constant encouragement from our head of the departments asha ma'am (biotechnology) and prasanna sir (chemistry) to cross the barrier of our college gates and take part in intercollege competitions, seminar, symposiums, workshops etc. Our principle Dr. Shakuntala ma'am is a woman of most great personality I have ever come across. But what amazed me the most is the utter humility and kind nature and the way she used to deal with her student can rightly be said motherly. Faculty members Padma ma'am, Malini ma'am, Surekha ma'am, Ramya ma'am (mb and bt) were always beside me in every doubt and confusion, be it within or outside our syllabus. There is someone I would like to mention in particular. Alakananda ma'am always believed in me and helped me throughout the journey and even now she is just a call away. Teacher student relationship in ramaiah is something I have seldom come across.

The friends I have made in Ramaiah are people with whom I can share all my problems. I miss them a lot. Another worth mentioning experience in ramaiah was CUPA, an NGO working for the welfare of stray animals. I loved working there for the first year of my graduation.

For me college life in Ramaiah was so much more than attending classes and sitting for exams. It was about building self confidence, getting a real picture of the biotechnology industry and knowing how to apply each and every bit of our theoretical knowledge in our daily life. One such experience worth mentioning was reporting in IndiaBio 2013, where I got the privilege of meeting eminent people from biotechnology industry and getting to know how much the world is progressing in Biotechnology.

To sum up I would like to thank the management, faculty and all my friends from Ramaiah for making me the person I am today. To all my teachers all I can say is "Biotechnology is something I cannot live without now and it is all because of the interest and love you have built in me all through these 3 years". Coming back to ramaiah nagar is like coming back home.

With lot of gratitude and love

Pilli Chaudhuri
(Batch 2010-2013)
There was always something special about MS Ramaiah College. Whether it is the township sized campus, the interaction with the teachers or the bonds of friendship created meticulously over 3 years, the hallowed corridors of MSR will always have a special place in my heart.

I have always appreciated the approach and guidance that my teachers had provided me with. Academics are'nt the only thing that is stressed upon. A holistic approach had been taken for an overall personality development that includes participating in various inter-collegiate competitions, quizzes, model making and interactive seminars. I would like to thank the Dept. of Biotechnology for guiding me in this regard. A special mention here for Asha Maam, Alakananda Maam, Yogananda Sir, Ramya Maam and Pratibha Maam. From the Dept. of Chemistry, I would like to thank Prasanna Sir, Padma Maam and Malini Maam for all their help in the subject, which I immensely feared. I would also like to thank Ramya Maam, Sureka Maam and Shilpa Maam from the Dept. of Microbiology, for their help and motivation in the subject. I really miss all my friends that I made here. They were an integral part of my three-year journey in this college. I would like to wish them all the success in their life. I am thankful to the placement cell, as it was due to their efforts that I was placed in Wipro Technologies, one of the top IT firms of the country, where I currently work. The college has shaped me for the person I am, both professionally and personally, and I deeply appreciate this. I will cherish every moment spent here throughout my life. Coming back to MSR Nagar is like coming home. P.S. A big thank-you to Alakananda Maam for allowing me to share this article.

Anurag Ghosal
(Batch 2010-2013)

My Alma Mater

Half a decade before, I landed in the Silicon Valley in search of a graduation. I was really confused and was not having any confirmed decision. After a lot of thoughts and reconsideration, I finally staged myself in M.S. Ramaiah. Initially it was really tough for me to adjust in the metropolitan city with a population of nearly 10 million. Though it took time for me but finally I ended up with lots of memorable moments. The city and its people guided me in many of my works and ideas and also taught me to face the outside world. I got lots of new faces who were around me and were able to give me mixed response towards my positioning and visualization of life. Gradually it was coming near to end when I felt I was missing the city and its happening along with those people who become dearer to me in the short period of time. I felt the air, the weather and the ambience of the city was like a superb melody which would be really hard to forget. Finally after the completion of my graduation I had to leave Bangalore for Master's but yet my love for the valley and its people remained and wish to return back to breathe it again.

Bhakat Prakash
(Batch 2010-2013)
M.Sc

My college Experience

The journey of two years in Ramaiah college has come to an end but not to the journey of memories I had. Two years of master degree in this college is a cherishing memory that I can carry for whole of my life. I still remember the day of my admission, that's the day I entered into a new life. This college has given me wonderful friends to my life. As Shakuntala ma'am used to say, when u get a chance to thank people, make sure you thank everyone who helped you, and yes, this is a chance for me to thank everyone who were the part of my 2 years in this college. Let me start with my beloved teachers. I feel so lucky to get such wonderful teachers in my life, firstly Shakuntala ma'am, the best person I have seen in my life. She was just not a teacher but a mother to all the students, LOVE YOU ma'am. All the teachers in bio chemistry dept (Manjurani ma'am, veena ma'am, madhuri ma'am) were the best teachers we got, and I have to admit that we are lucky to be your students. Other dept teachers (Ashok sir, Chethan sir, Vani ma'am, Snehalatha ma'am) were also very encouraging. Not only teachers, even our lab attenders were so helpful, especially Puttu sir. ALL IN TOTAL days in M S RAMAIAH ARTS SCIENCE AND COMMERCE COLLEGE are cheerisable…………

Roopa Ganesh
(M.Sc Bio Chem 2012-2014)

Role of MSRCASC in moulding my life & career

Two years of my life (2011 – 14) at M.S. Ramaiah College of Arts, Science and Commerce, has been a good experience, where I got an opportunity to enlighten myself as far as academics and extra-curricular activities are concerned.

I am extremely thankful and grateful to all my faculty members for their continuous support and encouragement, which made me work harder for a better future.

Currently, I am working as a Trainee (Biotech Industrial Training Programme) at Sangenomics Research Labs Pvt Ltd, under the Department of Biotechnology (DBT), Govt of India.

Amrith Gupta
(M.Sc Bio Chem 2012-2014)
Memories of My College

Many students enter college expecting good times, knowledge, friendships, and a new sense of direction. They soon find out that college comes with challenges and struggles because of the great demands and expectations that are put on the importance of education.

I still vividly remember my first day in college. College felt like a liberation for me since I was far away from my family. It was a bit difficult at first to be with people I never knew. I didn't know how I should behave just to fit in. But eventually, everything went smoothly. These all became possible only for the glorious environment of M. S. Ramaiah College. I met some tremendous friends whom are still my best buddies even still now. All faculty members were accomplished and too much caring. They always helped us to get best educational comprehension for a successful career. M.S. Ramaiah College is a not only a great name, it is a superlative training ground on how to be successful and become good people.

From my college experience, I am hoping that, I have gained as well as achieved many things. Obviously, college days are a time that students can truly become individuals. When I attend college, I gotten the opportunity to become more independent and to take on new responsibilities. I have always relied on my parents for support, but at college I became only own and had to push myself harder. This helped me to become more mature and helped me grow in true character and taught me to take my own decision.

Still I am missing all those days, which I was passed with my best buddies in our College's Class Room, Practical Lab, Library and Canteen. We used to do lots of fun together. Now everything feels like a daydream. I am now far away from my all respectable teachers, I am really missing them and their care, but I believed that still their bless with me.

Maitraya Baral
M.Sc. Biotechnology
(2011-2013)

My college Experience

I completed my post graduation in MSc. Applied Genetics from M S Ramaiah College of Arts Science & Commerce, Bangalore. The experience in this college is “the best experience in my life”. It is the foundation for my future life. I still remember my first day in college. It's started with a fresher's party with dance, music and delicious food. I was excited to meet new friends. It was the first time I was separated from my family. I felt both freedom and sad, because I was so far away from my family.

It was so difficult to meet first time with new peoples in college. Because I was comfort only with my native language Malayalam for a long time and my English language was very poor. I didn't know how to talk and behave to them. During my first semester I speak very less to my teachers and classmates. I just expressed my feelings through my hands and facial expressions. My friends helped me a lot to communicate with them. Gradually everything went smooth. I got many friends from different regions of my country. So I started speaking in their languages too. My English language also becomes better.

We were only four students in my class and I was the only boy for three girls. So we were very friendly with teachers than other batches. I got best classes and practical experience from my college. I got the best library
Role of MSRCASC in moulding my life & career

Like most other alumni of the college, I am also very proud of having studied at MSRCASC. The thought of having been taught by the luminaries is in itself awesome and inspiring.

I still cherish the memories of the time spent in college. The life was full of zeal and enthusiasm for career advancement. The practical exposures, apart from studies, also imparted deep sense of knowledge, skill and above all achievements were well inculcated in my life and career.

My experience in MSRCASC has given me a chance to sharpen my skills in my field of choice. There had been many opportunities to learn, more ways of improving my craft, which I am truly thankful for.

My teachers have taught me many tips and rules that I was unaware even existed, and would still be unaware of had it not been a part of my experience. Because of this, I realized I still had a lot to learn despite what I thought. That allowed me to improve my skills more as I continued to attend the classes and also gave me more confidence in my area. And as a result, with all these valuable experience helped me to secure the First Rank of Bangalore University in M.Sc. (Microbiology).

There have been many teachers who have influenced me and those who have set great examples in my life. If I had to choose one who has had the greatest influence, it would have to be Pushpa madam. She put much effort and time in teaching to make the students to learn the basic concepts of the subject. There are many reasons why she was my favorite teacher of all times, but there is not enough space to share all of these. In one word, she gave her all into teaching us.

One reason why Pragati madam was my favorite teacher is she was always kind, thoughtful, and generous. She continually listened to what we had to say. At the end of each class, if time permitted and if there were students who wanted to, she continued to clarify our doubts.

Our principal Nagarathna madam is an excellent, fabulous guide and administrator. She has made an impact on my life, and by her doing so, I hope that I can pass the same qualities on to children I will be teaching in future. She has characteristics of a Friend, Philosopher and Guide. She has made the college environment to learn and enjoy.

In summary, my time in college has enriched my life in many ways. It has provided me with the necessary tools to enhance my skills more, taught me valuable knowledge about my specialization and eventually enabled me to become INSPIRE Research Fellow of Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India. Thank you all my MSRCASC teachers, staffs, classmates, juniors and seniors for the impact you have had on my life.

Mohammed Ajmal K M
MSc. Applied Genetics (2011-2013 batch)

Nayana Borah
(M.Sc. Micro Bio 2011-2013)

and subject wise books from college. I was very afraid and poor to take seminars and teachers encourage me to take it. That helped to improve my personality and face the world boldly. I got good marks in examination. The sports, arts and college days made my college life colorful. The time went fast. Eventually we got convocation and a great farewell party from college with dance and music. We enjoyed a lot in my college. This college is really a big turning point of my life.

Mohammed Ajmal K M
MSc. Applied Genetics (2011-2013 batch)
Any takers for MBA? After that scramble for MBA courses and mushrooming of MBA colleges in the city during last five years, the storm seems to have died down. Around 30% of colleges offering MBA in the city have surrendered their management seats to the government as they could not find takers for it. So when asked why people don't find Non-IIM MBAs in our state unappealing, here is what one of the governing council members, (All India Management Assoc) AIMA had to say.

"The students' expectations have changed. They now look for better facilities, faculties and most importantly placements. In many of these colleges, placements are not good. Though companies come, they might not find suitable students. Many students take loan and take these courses. Without jobs they cannot repay the loan."

So what's an MBA really about? For me it was never about a job with a fat pay cheque. It took me two MBA years to realize what I really wanted to do with my life and how do I get there. MBA is and always has been a unique path which ultimately aims at stimulating you to ask the eternal question WHY before taking up any profession. Along the path it also equips you to plan well and execute better. And if you're thinking there are other courses which equally give you a Plan A, Remember MBA also makes you smart enough to have a Plan B!

Role of M S Ramaiah College in moulding my life & career

I am deeply humbled to have been a part of M S Ramaiah College. It has taught me not only academic lessons but also important life skills. I could experience many things in the beautiful environment of M S Ramaiah. These experiences improved my mind and when I started working I felt that I was lucky to have encountered such a variety of things when I was a student. I encourage young people to join M S Ramaiah, make many acquaintances and make a good investment for your future.
When I joined Ramaiah College, my life wasn't the same before. My teachers in Ramaiah helped me to mold myself to fit into the professional world. I still remember the first day of my college where I wasn't able to talk a word in front of the Class. The assignments, presentations, industrial visits, participating in college fest and every part of my MBA program were golden period, where I learnt a lot of beneficial things for life. And I feel proud because every sacrifice was worth it. I must say that my college days are the most challenging yet the most wonderful experiences I have. I experienced hardships, failures, even mistakes. But along the way, I became mature - more mature in person. I experienced peer pressure along the way but I can say it has helped me to handle the pressure I get here in my professional career. College was full of fun!! I really wish I could just rewind life and get into the college life once again:(

Today Life Is Full of Commitments,
And too Many Worries,
But those Cherished Moments,
Will Live Forever In Our Memories.

My entire M S Ramaiah college experience has driven me to stay so connected. The change you undergo as post graduate is amazing, and the people were surrounded at M S Ramaiah had the biggest impact on me.

Being at place where the people get to know you as a person and challenge you on a regular basis is a real gift. Being part of a small community made it feel like home. It still feels like home to me. I've met M S Ramaiah alumni in so many different places; I love that I can find that feeling of community almost anywhere I go.

**M S Ramaiah prepared me for life after graduation because** . . . I am very prepared academically, and I feel like I'm very well-rounded because of my experiences at M S Ramaiah. I have learned to network and cultivate relationships, how to write well and think critically all important skills for any pathway in life. All of the jobs I've had since graduation were obtained through M S Ramaiah connections. The M S Ramaiah family always has your best interest in mind.
Name : Mr. Shreyas Doshi  
Batch : 2010-12  
Current Company : Myntra.Com  
Designation : Vendor Manager

"College Days are one of the most cherisable days after you are out of college life. MBA is a step to shape your managerial career and groom you for corporate life. I was a part of M. S. Ramaiah College of Arts, Science and Commerce from 2010 to 2012, these 2 years were more energetic, memorable and challenging, life is move on and once passed out we had to move on to corporate life structure and face our challenging Jobs/Careers/Entrepreneurial/ Higher Education. It is tough to gain practical knowledge in theoretical life but we cherished our time in attending events, Tours and Organizing Events which made us have some knowledge to face the challenging life in future.

Don't care about facilities, Care for your faculties, they are your real assets who guides us and shape our career.

I would thank our faculties for all their guidance for making us to face the challenging world.

Education is one of the most important phase of our life without which we are capable to cherish our knowledge in different fields today".

Name : Mr. Manoj Reddy  
Batch : 2012-14  
Current Company : KESDEE Inc.  
Designation : Client Service Executive

I have gained many things, obviously college is a time that students can truly become individuals. After finishing my post graduation I became more independent and now I am able to take up new responsibilities and challenges, very thanks to my college lecturers who always guided me in right path.

M S Ramaiah College of Arts, Science and Commerce, this is the place where I spend most of my time in past 2 years. All the lecturers were supportive. I really can't forget those funny moments spend with my friends and lecturers. Coming to presentations part, initially it was really tough job for me, after few presentations it was really a great challenge for me. Library was the place where I used to spend very hardly and I really appreciate the librarian for her patience with me since I was really a naughtiest guy and she was really supportive. Even we had been for a trip to Madikeri (1 trip to remember), I was completely lost in that trip. Lecturers who were with us were really cool and enjoyed with us. During my college days, I have been very involved in College fest MIRAGE 2K14, I was the marketing event co-ordinator. It was really a tough job to handle but with the lecturers support seemed to be an easy job for me.

Right now I have a fair, accurate idea concerning what I want to do with my life. College have introduced me to new and various things, and I have developed new interests from this exposure. A very thanks to my college for making me a complete independent man.
Name : Ms. Chaithra
Batch : 2012-14
Current Company : XEROX
Designation : Financial Associate

Before joining my MBA I pictured my life different. After finishing high school, I thought of getting a job and keep on going with my education by attending a good college. Numerous times college was the topic in our conversation within runners and Leaders. In one of the conversations, I told my leader my plans after high school…His words were “You are a smart kid. After the MBA marathon you would feel you can accomplish anything.” These words…made me want to apply to a M S Ramaiah College of Arts, Science and Commerce, Bangalore University. It was a nice Journey in the College in the year of 2012-2014.

Name : Mr. Siddappa
Batch : 2012-14
Current Company : Unisys Global Services - India
Designation : Transaction Processing Associate 3

“To be honest, I had pretty lofty expectations of my MBA program. I had one goal that I wanted to achieve after MBA program: to have a job when I finished. And I did. So, with that said, the MBA program met, and actually exceeded, my expectations. It was a great program, with great professors, events, and classes. But I think it's important to keep in mind that the program is only as good as the students make it. What I mean is that the staff, faculty, events, and classes offered by M S Ramaiah College are only half the equation. The other half is what we, as students, bring to the table. Because of my goal, I knew that I had to work hard to achieve it, of course with the help of College. I made conscious and concerted efforts to meet with professors, attorneys, and staff and maximize the benefits of the program. I also did two internships, one during 3rd semester and another one in 4th semester each, and I am certain that those experiences contributed to my success in getting this place in “UNISYS”. I'm glad that I did the program because with it I was able to show to prospective employers in that I was serious about becoming a part of the legal community here.”

It was nice journey in MSRCASC in MBA department from 2012-2014.
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Late DR. M. S. RAMAIAH

GENERAL SCIENCES
1. M. S. RAMAIAH COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE AND COMMERCE
2. M. S. RAMAIAH INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT
3. M. S. RAMAIAH COLLEGE OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT
4. M. S. RAMAIAH COLLEGE OF LAW
5. M. S. RAMAIAH COMPOSITE PU COLLEGE
6. M. S. RAMAIAH HIGH SCHOOL
7. M. S. RAMAIAH VIDYANIKETHAN (NURSERY, PRIMARY & HIGH SCHOOL)
8. SRI YOGINARAYANA INDOLOGY CENTRE

ENGINEERING SCIENCES
1. M. S. RAMAIAH INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
2. M. S. RAMAIAH POLYTECHNIC

HEALTH SCIENCES
1. M. S. RAMAIAH MEDICAL COLLEGE
2. M. S. RAMAIAH MEDICAL TEACHING HOSPITAL
3. M. S. RAMAIAH DENTAL COLLEGE
4. M. S. RAMAIAH COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
5. M. S. RAMAIAH INSTITUTE OF NURSING EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
6. M. S. RAMAIAH DRUGS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS TESTING LABORATORIES
7. M. S. RAMAIAH SCHOOL OF ADVANCED STUDIES

For online registration : www.msrmasc.edu.in